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Trip Documentation
Anstellungen von Margarete Hirsch in den Jahren 1934 - 1958

1934/35 Jued. Landschulheim Caputh b/Potsdam, monatlich.
haushalterin einer gruppe von 10 bis 12 jungen
Gehalt ca. RM 50.

1935 (19.6.)
1937 (19.9.)
Gouvernante fuer 2 jungen bei Frau Putter, Berlin-Dahlem
monatlich.
Gehalt ca. RM 45
arbeitslade bis zur Auswanderung nach England.

1939 10.2. - bis
Gehalt ca. 1.-

Gehalt ca. 1.-

1940 30.4. bis
1941 1.7. 41
Arbeitgeber: Quaker-Komitee fuer Refugees und Auslaender
Pflegerin fuer Baby-Zwillings einer internierten mutter
zuerst in London, dann evakuiert nach Hitchin/Hert. 1.-

1941 29.9.41 bis
1942 1.3.42
Arbeit in Kriegs-Krippen fuer evakuierte Kinder
Duncote Hall, Towcester, Northants. Engl.
Gehalt ca. 1.-

1942 15.4.42 bis
15.12.42.
Wool Merchandizing Co. London/Watford, wochentlich.
alas Fabrikarbeiterin ohne Wohnung & Kost 2.-

1943 Jan.-Maerz nahm Kursus in Baby-Pflege bei der Deutsch-evang.
Christuskirche, London SW.

1943 5.4.43 bis
1944 6.10.44 Kinderheim Bourne House, Hayes/Mddx
als Baby-Pflegerin wochentlich ca. 2.-

1944 Nov. 7 bis
1945 20.8. 45 "Peter Pan" Tages-Kinderheim Hayes/ Mddx.
Gehalt ca. 3.-

1945 Sept. bis
1947 Nov.
U.S. Army in Frankfurt/Main, Postbeamtin wochentlich ca. 50.-

1948 16.4. bis
ca. 30.7.48 Prof. Felix Behrendt, Ramsgate, England.
Hausfrau ca. 3.-

1949 in U.S.A. Richmond/Va. seit Anfang Januar 1949
ohne Arbeit bis Mai 1950

1950 Mai bis
1952 November
"Memorial Foundation" Richmond/Va. als
Kinderpflegerin fuer gefaehrte Kinder
mit Wohnung und Kost wochentlich ca. 25.-
ohne Arbeit bis Sept. 1953.

1953 Sept bis
1958 Febr.
Privat-Sekretarin bei Frau Dr. Oskar Weigert
Washington D.C.
Anfangsgehalt wochentlich 1.-
sich steigernd bis auf 45.-
MCV 40th Anniversary Celebration

The Department of Physical Therapy, Medical College of Virginia of Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia, recently held an Anniversary Celebration to commemorate its 40th year. The event was marked by a three day celebration consisting of receptions, exhibits, tours, educational sessions, a reunion luncheon and a banquet. Over 200 alumni and their families attended this memorable occasion and almost all graduating classes since 1946 were represented.

The celebration, held at the John Marshall Hotel in Richmond, began on Friday evening with a wine and cheese reception. On Saturday and Sunday, attendees had their choice of three educational sessions offered by faculty members of the department. Roberta Newton, PhD, spoke on the "Theory and Efficient Utilization of Electrical Stimulators"; Walter Personius, PhD, offered "Musculoskeletal Pain and Knee Mechanisms - New Data and Methods for PT"; and Ann VanSant, PhD, lectured on "Motor Development: A Component Approach".

During breaks, a crowded exhibit hall displayed an excellent assortment of professional equipment. Several exhibitors graciously donated door prizes during a cash bar reception. A reunion luncheon was held which included a memorabilia exhibit of class pictures, yearbooks and other remembrances from each of the 40 classes graduated since 1946.

![Earliest and latest MCV graduates: Otto Payton, Chairman, (left) with Hilda Traina, '46, Randy Richter, '85G, and former Chairman Sue Hirt.](image)

The three day celebration culminated in a banquet. Otto Payton, Professor and Chairman, gave a short history of the Department followed by a slide presentation of MCV memories given by faculty member Stephen Gudas. Charlotte Fitch, the PT representative to the Allied Health Division of the MCV Alumni Association of VCU, was presented with an engraved plaque to express appreciation for her outstanding contributions to physical therapy alumni activities.

A warm and enthusiastic crowd greeted Susanne Hirt, Professor Emeritus and former Department Chairman, and welcomed her to the podium with a standing ovation to deliver the reunion's keynote address. Miss Hirt summarized the growth and activities of the school over the last 40 years, and mixing anecdotal humor in her speech, wished the department well for the "next 40".

From the Component Bulletin

The APTA Component Bulletin, which contains legislative, public relations and other news, is mailed to VPTA officers and subscribers monthly. Two articles are reprinted below as they should be of interest to the general membership.

AMA Agrees to Combat Legislation Authorizing Medical Acts by Non-Physicians (Component Bulletin, November 1985)

The American Medical Association will systematically attempt to resist legislation which would authorize the independent practice of medicine by non-physicians, under a report adopted by the House of Delegates at the AMA Annual Meeting in June. As part of a proactive campaign advocated six months ago (see December,
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gנוסאות הבפל:

\[(a + b) \cdot (a - b) = a^2 - b^2\]

\[(a + b)^2 = a^2 + 2ab + b^2\]

\[(a - b)^2 = a^2 - 2ab + b^2\]

\[(a \neq 0) \quad ax^2 + bx + c = 0\]

\[x_{1,2} = \frac{-b \pm \sqrt{b^2 - 4ac}}{2a}\]

\[x_1 + x_2 = -\frac{b}{a}\]

\[x_1 \cdot x_2 = \frac{c}{a}\]
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Shalom and Bo’Kehrtov

It is a great pleasure for me to be here this morning to greet you and welcome you on your very first day off preparing yourselves to become a physical therapist. I regret that I cannot talk to you in your own language but I hope that you can understand my American English with a slight German accent. I will
speak slowly - and
please don't get up
I know if you
know if you
understand me - or
if you have any
questions. My long
I think I know
what it feels like
to experience that
first day at the
university. It may
feel like entering
a foreign country
whose common
tongue you don't
speak. You need a
good
map and you must
ask many questions -
and still occasionally get
lost.
I have had many opportunities to meet incoming students during my career as Director of a Phys. Theor. School. So I know that at this moment you are not interested in long speeches. However, I have never had this opportunity to talk with students in Israel and I feel privileged and am anxious to come to know you a little bit. I have been asked to come here to look at some of your courses and
Your curriculum is in general—which is a fascinating task for me—because I expect to learn from it a great deal—and at the same time came to know the faculty and benefit from their knowledge and skill, expertise. But you, the students, are very important too—very important—because the curriculum is put together to serve you—

To assist you and
Guide you on your road to becoming professional physical therapists.
Putting together a professional curriculum is never an easy task—yet above all it is never finished. As the profession develops, grows, and changes, a professional curriculum will grow in depth and it will change continuously. Students at all stages of their professional development, including those who have finished their...
Basic education is an important contributor to the ongoing planning and remodeling of the professional educational plan.
During my brief stay here
so far, I have not had
the opportunity to get
acquainted with your
4-year professional
physical therapy
curriculum. But
from what I have
heard and it appears to compare
extremely well with
the very best programs in our country.

In many respects,
I believe that your
curriculum is
superior in its content—and particularly in regard to the
opportunities provided for students with
direct clinical patient
care. I thought you might like to hear something about
The schools in the United States. We have 4-year programs which are similar to yours—but the majority are "so-called" 2-year programs. After 2 yrs in college—taking general science courses (i.e. all other student)—the 2-year of professional education are provided—which leads to a Bachelor's similar to yours. The United States is now attempting to replace the B.S. programs with so-called Post-Bachelor or Masters Programs.
This change to Post-Barragor programs is planned to go into effect in 1980.

We expect many hurdles along the way.

We need to consider moving the facility.

We have over 1,000 P.T. schools with 25-35 average class size. And at this time when schools are being developed each year, just as it is done here, we spend much time and effort on developing these programs that prepare the students needed by society.
You may be surprised to hear that many of our schools also suffer from serious financial problems. Many are state supported - which do not provide adequate support because of other matters. We also have a shortage of qualified teachers and of physicists in general.
There is clearly a world-wide trend in physical therapy to raise the level of education to demand higher degrees - and at the same time more highly skilled clinicians are trained and employed.

Raising levels of clinical skills leads to specialization and recognition of specialists.
And finally, the profession recognizes the increasing need for clinical and scientific research.

All this may sound far removed from where you are now, but actually if you look at your total curriculum, you will see that all these ingredients are given consideration in your 4-year curriculum.
These and similar considerations might help you to understand your total curriculum plan—it may also be of use to you in guiding your own plans for your future. Our high hopes for the future of our profession depend, of course, on you the younger generation. But we should never forget the basic purpose
For the existence of our profession.

The future of our profession depends on the extent to which we can provide physical therapy services to the men, women, and children of this world—those who depend on us for help to restore or to provide function and capabilities so they can live better lives.

And the knowledge that you apply
In this process should be the most accurate there is—and your skills should be the best available.

This is the challenge of our profession—and you, the students of today must become well equipped to meet this challenge.

I wish you the best of luck in your work and hope you will enjoy becoming—and being—physical therapists.
If you have any questions, I shall be glad to try to answer them.
Travel - Tel Aviv - Dan Hotel
Mr. Braunfeld, Judith, Tel:
City Hotel, Tel Aviv
3/7
3/10 - 3/17

Leave Tel Aviv March 7, Thursday
10 AM Flight 357 EL AL

Arrive Frankfurt March 7
1330 (via München)

Leave Frankfurt March 7
1545 (7 PM) Flight 767 Lufthansa

Arrive Hamburg
1645 4/8 Reserved

Wedepohl at airport
Overnight 3/7 - 3/8 Basel Hospital

3/8 Leave Hamburg 3/10
Lübeck
by train 3/18

OR bus
Bad Segeberg - Brigette Reck
3/18 - 3/19 19
3/19 - 3/10 20
March 8-11
3/20 - 3/21 21
Leave Segeberg March 21
Arrive Hamburg March 21

Wilhelm Wedepohl will arrange hotel.

Stay in Hamburg

3/21 - 3/22
3/22 - 3/23
3/23 - 3/24
3/24 - 3/25
3/25 - 3/26
3/26 - 3/27
3/27 - 3/28
3/28 - 3/29
3/29 - 3/30

3/30

Hamburg to Berlin

Inform Polska

From Wache Hotel
S Bahn to Stadt - Toposkarte
6:50 über alle bis 4 PM (Also Ammber)
S 12 um Hpt-Bhf. - Poppelsordt
- Rückfahrt S 1 St. Pauli - Altona
Othmarschen
April 1
New - Frank 707

Lit 12 30 - Hrr 13 30

EL AC 35

Jan 16 05 - Hrr 20 Tel Aviv
Berlin 1st Trip
From Hamburg to Berlin

Arrive Berlin 3/20
Henry in Berlin
3/20 - Hanseatic East Germany Cemetery
Jewish Cemetery
Shopping

3/24
Joachim Theater
Eva Schulze (Waldschule)
KUFS (Waldschule)
Immen Fried Schlome

3/26
Joachim Theater
Klaus Wusthoff (Nicholasse)

3/30 see Botschaft - Stahnsdorf
Leave Berlin 3/30

3/30-4/4
Gothenburg
See Botschaft

Leave Frankfurt April 4 1750 1356 EAL
Arrive Tel Aviv April 4 2145
City Hotel April 4 - April 9
From Berlin to Hamburg
Leave Hamburg April 4 15 PM Flight 710 Lufthansa
Arrive Frankfurt April 4 16 PM
Leave Frankfurt April 4 17:50 PM Flight 1356 ELAL
Arrive Tel Aviv April 4 21:45 PM

City Hotel (Confirmed) 4/7-4/8
4/15-4/16
4/16-4/17

Return April 1
25 Fishman

April 4 2pm Dr. Gutman
Summer

Time: April 13th

2nd Trip

Leave Tel Aviv: April 9

Leave Tel Aviv: 10 AM

Elal

Arrive Frankfurt

Leave Frankfurt: April 9

16:15

Arrive Köln-Bonn: April 9

16:50

Barbara Jäckel

at Airport

Köln – Bonn: Stay

Tues – Wednesday: Thurs – Fri

9:00 → 10:00 → 11:00 → 12:00
2nd Trip: Continued

Leave Bonn April 13
Arrive Stadthagen April 12
Gisela Kohler
Stay in or around Stadthagen

April 12 Friday
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

REST DAYS
Leaves Stadthagen for Paris April 17th
Arrive Paris April 17th
Thursday April 11
1:00 Go to Bonn Train Station
2. Ask about transport suitcases to Stadt hagen

11:31 ab Bonn
14:04 an Bielefeld
14:10 ab Bielefeld
15:14 an Stadt hagen

Gisela Kohle 05-721-1880

April 12 - 17th
Trip Continued

Paris

Arrive Paris 4/17 Wed

Paris Wed 4/17

Irv Levin Fri

Sat 4/18

Sun 4/19

Leave Paris Monday 4/20

Monday April 20

Hotel Reference Steagle

We 4/21

Thu 4/22

19/20 Fri

17/18 Sat

20/21 Sat

21/22 Sun

Arrive London 4/23

April 23rd
When arrive Paris - Call Air
8:30 AM → 3:30 PM
602-5443

4 - 8 PM
550-2649

After 8 PM
722-3883

Paris
24 Ave. Carnot → Centre
→ Ave. M. Maher → Ben 4
2nd Trip Continued IV

London

4/22 → 4/30
Monday
Arrive

Leave London
16 15 PM
April 30
EAL

Arrive Tel Aviv
2:30 PM
April 30

City Hotel

Confirmed
Jodi 2/30/85
403-506-123

Leave Tel Aviv

1 AM
May 10
EAL

Arrive NY
5 10 AM

Leave (Shuttle) 14 PM La Guardia
Piedmont
May 10

Arrive Richmond
3 PM

$101.